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TRACY ISSEL: MICROSOFT

Pioneers in the retail industry are transforming
the way they engage with customers and delivering
totally new experiences. Digital and physical stores
are c onverging, with a unified commerce solution
increasingly proving to be the winning formula.
In the following pages discover how Microsoft and
its partners are helping retailers and hospitality
providers to stay ahead and hear from some of the
key players in the industry to find out how they are
navigating their way to success amid rapid change.
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A healthy approach
to retailing
We speak to Ray Aldis to find out why he expects JustEnough Software’s
Promotion Management solution will transform the way Holland & Barrett
International manages its promotional campaigns and inventory forecasting
BY REBECCA GIBSON

A

familiar sight in almost every major city
and town in the UK and Republic of Ireland, as well as several other European
countries, Holland & Barrett’s stores have supplied health food, vitamins, minerals, herbal
supplements and beauty products for more than
a century. Hundreds of its 3,000 health and beauty products are regularly available on various
promotions throughout the year.
Like many retailers, Holland & Barrett previously operated a binary promotional strategy
whereby it would run consecutive four-week promotions on certain products, but as the company
has expanded the frequency and complexity of
these campaigns has increased. Now, customers benefit from short-term online promotions
and flash sales, in-store ‘penny sales’ and much
more. Additional discount coupons can be
found in the company’s six-weekly Healthy
magazine, while customers in the ‘reward
for life’ loyalty scheme can accumulate
points that are converted into reward

“JustEnough’s
software is the
best-in-class
promotion
management
solution”
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coupons and supplemented by quarterly exclusive
offers tailored to their preferences. Customers can
even earn short-term bounce-back promotional offers at in-store checkouts based on the type,
number or cost of products they have purchased.
“Promotions are the lifeblood of Holland & Barrett’s business and circa 60% of our sales come from
these campaigns,” says Ray Aldis, the company’s director of projects. “In addition to our main Holland
& Barrett campaigns in the UK, we’re also planning
and managing promotions on sports powders, vitamins and supplements at our MetRx stores and
we have Holland & Barrett stores in the Republic of
Ireland, Netherlands and Belgium, each with separate campaigns and currencies from the UK business. It’s a complex process and everything needs
to be as accurate as possible to ensure we serve customers well and drive revenue growth.”
Although increasing the frequency of promotional campaigns and introducing new types of
offer helped Holland & Barrett to secure significant return on investment, Aldis notes that the
physical act of managing so many campaigns
from its UK corporate headquarters was becoming almost impossible.
“We were using 45 separate spreadsheets to
manage all of these promotional campaigns and
inevitably, this led to inaccurate information and
data conflicts,” he explains. “For example, we had
instances where the Healthy magazine included a
buy-one-get-one-free coupon for herbal teas, but
at the same time we were offering a 25% discount
on the products in stores. To correct this before
making promotions live, we had to amend all relevant spreadsheets and at best, this significantly increased our team’s workload. At worst, we might
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end up placing the wrong sign in a store or pricing an item incorrectly, which would impact on
our customers’ shopping experience.”
To gain better control of its promotional campaigns, Holland & Barrett adopted JustEnough
Software’s Promotion Management solution,
which built on a Microsoft SQL Server database.
The solution was rolled out in October 2015 according to JustEnough’s four-step implementation methodology.
“During the initial design stage, our consultants met with various Holland & Barrett employees to understand the issues with the existing system and identify their requirements for
the new system,” says Dan Pahomi, vice president of new business initiatives at JustEnough.
“We spent two weeks designing and reconfiguring the solution with the help of two senior
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members from Holland & Barrett’s category
teams before installing it on servers, testing it
and training staff to use it. Post implementation
we’ve continued to audit the solution and make
adjustments when necessary.”
Despite some initial data-related teething problems, the implementation was successful and staff
feedback has been positive.
“JustEnough’s software is the best-in-class promotion management solution; it’s highly configurable and we were able to quickly tweak or add
functionalities to ensure it would meet our specific operational requirements,” Aldis enthuses.
“The JustEnough team was also very proactive
and collaborated closely with our category teams
from day one, using their feedback to hone the
software’s capabilities and develop the best possible user experience. We also had access to an
on-site project manager throughout the initial deployment phase and both companies were equally
determined to ensure the project was successful.”
Although Holland & Barrett had already forecast its promotions up to March 2016 when the
solution was implemented, it has used the software to monitor live campaigns, manage data
conflicts and to wholly plan all campaigns that
go live from April 2016 onwards.
“We’ve been impressed by the solution’s ability to
help us decide which products should be promoted, where they should be displayed in stores and
how to optimise associated signage and advertising campaigns,” says Aldis. “We’ve locked down
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the functionalities people previously used to take
shortcuts – such as copying thousands of rows of
forecast data – and although it takes slightly longer
to input information, everyone agrees that it’s helping them to work more diligently. Removing errors
in the initial planning stages will certainly save
time and resources in the long term and ultimately,
make our future forecasts much more accurate.”
For a company with three brands that each have
15 promotional periods per year, being able to
quickly access a single overview of all the promotional data has been hugely beneficial.
“In the past, it used to take four people two days
to pull data from each of our 45 separate spreadsheets, analyse it and then compile a report – and
even then, we couldn’t be certain that this data was
entirely accurate,” Aldis explains. “Now that we can
access all of our current and historical promotional
and sales data via a single centralised system, it takes
fewer resources to plan and execute campaigns and
we can instantly create analytical reports to evaluate their success with a click of a button.”
Accurately forecasting inventory for promotional campaigns will also become easier once the
solution has been fully rolled out.
“Predicting how many products we’re likely to
sell during a promotional period is tricky, particularly because we often need to decide which
ones will be most popular with our customers six
months in advance,” says Aldis. “Previously, we
had to forecast future inventories by looking at
how many opportunities we had to sell a certain

Holland & Barrett
turned to JustEnough
to better plan and
forecast promotional
campaigns
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discounted product in stores – if a product was on
promotion for ten days in 200 stores then it could
potentially have had 2,000 opportunities to be in
stock – and if the actual availability was lower, we
would adjust our next forecast accordingly. We’d
also use past sales data and make assumptions as
to how this might change based on factors such as
how many positions the product occupied in the
store. If it was in the window display, a dump bin
near the checkout desk and had been advertised
on TV, we might forecast an increased order for
the next promotion. However, it was very easy for
us to make one small mistake and either end up
sending too much, or too little, stock.”
To enable Holland & Barrett to calculate future
inventories more accurately, JustEnough’s forecasting model takes into account the in-store
availability and sales of a product the last time it
was promoted on a similar deal.
“If we want to promote a supplement at half
price in September 2016, we might need to go
back to November 2015 when it was last on the
same offer to create a sales model on which to
base our inventory forecast,” Aldis explains. “Using historical sales data to determine how each
product performed from an availability perspective at individual store level will be invaluable.
We’ve already trialled the forecasting tool by using data from promotions we’ve run previously
and we’ve seen improvements in accuracy.”
Ultimately, customers will benefit. “Now that
our data is more accurate and everyone is work-

ing from the same system, we’ve significantly reduced the likelihood that customers will receive
two conflicting offers for the same product,” comments Aldis. “Once we’ve fully implemented the
inventory forecasting functionality and built up
a comprehensive record of historical sales data,
product availability in stores will also be better.”
Certainly, remarks Aldis, Holland & Barrett expects to reap numerous rewards from JustEnough’s
software for years to come. “We have a very good
working relationship with JustEnough and we’ll
continue to use the Promotion Management solution to plan and coordinate our promotional campaigns and more accurately forecast inventories,”
he says. “Some software companies we’ve worked
with in the past have viewed Holland & Barrett as
just another customer to add to their reference list,
but instead JustEnough considers us as a strategic
partner, so we hope to maintain our relationship.”
Pahomi is equally confident that the partnership between JustEnough and Holland & Barrett
is only set to grow stronger in future.
“There’s a good cultural fit between our companies; we both have the same practical approach to
solving problems, which helps when issues arise,”
he says. “Holland & Barrett has also been willing
to adopt the best practices we’ve brought to the implementation and to take risks in trying to gain a
competitive advantage. We’ll support the company
as it completes the current roll out and we’ll work
with its team to further improve the solution’s capabilities and expand its use in the future.”
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Equipping
the

store
of the

future
We find out how Microsoft and its partners are
leveraging new technologies to help retailers
create modern shopping experiences and empower
employees to deliver a new level of customer service
BY REBECCA GIBSON

I

n Pennsylvania, US, Gerrity’s Supermarkets has
deployed a mobile app that enables customers
to scan and bag groceries as they shop, and pay
at an express checkout. Elsewhere, global snacks
manufacturer Mondelez International has developed a Diji-touch vending machine powered by
Microsoft Kinect, Windows 10 and Azure IoT to
allow customers to interact with products in 3D.
These are just two of the retailers worldwide
that are harnessing the power of newly affordable technologies – such as customer relationship
management (CRM) systems, the cloud, analytics, beacons and touch-screen devices – to
transform how they engage with individual consumers both in store and online.
“Retailers are switching from an onmnichannel business model to a unified commerce
approach where the online and physical stores
are merging and mobile is playing an increasing
the integral role,” says Marty Ramos, Microsoft’s
chief technology officer of retail, consumer
products and services. “Today’s consumers want
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to be able to start their shopping trip on their
laptop at home, continue on their mobile and
then pick up where they left off when completing their purchase in store.”
To facilitate this, notes Susan Olivier, vice president of consumer goods and retail industry at
Dassault Systèmes, retailers must provide customers with the same information and quality of
service at all touch points.
“It’s essential that retailers replicate the same
efficient and interactive experience they provide online in their high-street outlets,” she says.
“In future, physical stores will feature self-serve

“From an IT perspective, the concept
of separate digital and physical
stores is obsolete”
JUAN GUITIERREZ BOTELLA,
AVANADE RETAIL CENTER OF EXCELLENCE
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PROFILED

Building the supermarket
of the future

kiosks, digital shelves and interactive touch
screen displays where consumers can access
detailed product information, view extended
product assortments, or even order products.”
Juan Guitierrez Botella, director of the
Avanade Retail Center of Excellence, adds that
retailers must also merge previously separate
e-commerce and in-store systems, and use the
same customer and product data to support
both online and in-store customer interactions.
“Although physical stores will continue to play
a vital role in the shopping journey, from an IT
perspective, the concept of separate digital and
physical stores is obsolete,” he comments.
It’s also imperative that retailers equip store
associates with the tools they need to know
everything about individual customers the
moment they walk into a store.
“The simple trick to improving conversion
rates is to use data about customers’ preferences to personalise their shopping experience,” advises Ramos, adding that CRM

Last year, Avanade joined with Accenture, Intel, Microsoft
and Italy’s largest supermarket chain, COOP Italia, to bring a
Supermarket of the Future concept to Expo Milan. The concept,
which was also exhibited at the National Retail Federation show
this January, uses internet of things technologies, augmented
reality capabilities, Microsoft Azure, Kinect and motion- and
touch-sensitive devices and shelves to give customers additional
information about products. This includes everything from
where it was sourced, to allergen information.
“Customers were impressed by the possibility of exploring all
the possible details of the products with a simple hand gesture,”
enthuses Juan Guitierrez Botella, director of the Avanade Retail
Center of Excellence. “We’ll use this experience to help other
retailers explore how digital interactivity can create a more
informative and convenient in-store shopping experience.”
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Certainly, technology will enable retailers to
transform both their physical outlets and store
associates into intelligent entities that work cohesively with their online and mobile channels
to offer customers a personalised and seamless
shopping journey across all touch points.
“Whether we’re installing on-premise edge
servers, providing in-store beacons and analytics technology, or simply equipping store associates with personal devices, Microsoft and our
partners are creating the homogenous technology ecosystem that will support the store of the
future,” says Ramos. “Together, we’ll help retailers to offer customers memorable, immersive
experiences that build loyalty and engagement,
and drive new revenue opportunities.”

S O LU T I O N S P OT L I G H T

Personalising products
Image: © Julien Fournié

platforms, in-store sensors and analytics tools
are vital for capturing data from all customer
touch points. “For example, if a store associate
can see that I’ve looked at a particular shirt
online, they can take me straight to it and
then analyse my purchase history to recommend related products. Meanwhile, in-store
sensors can help retailers to track customers
as they pass through the store, identifying
prime opportunities to drive sales by delivering additional product information or tailored
discounts directly to their smartphones.”
Ramos adds that store associates should also
be able to complete all tasks – from collaborating with colleagues, to checking inventory and
serving customers – via one device and one

operational system.
Avanade’s Botella agrees: “Physical stores will
expand to become customer service hubs that
offer online order fulfilment and post-sales support, so retailers must invest in technologies that
empower store associates to become customer
service representatives, fulfilment experts and
product researchers that are adept at solving any
customer issue.”
To help its clients explore how Microsoft technology can be deployed to transform in-store business
processes and customer experience, Avanade has
recently founded a Retail Center of Excellence.
“We’ve used Microsoft Kinect to develop interactive displays and Microsoft SharePoint to build
Digital Pinboard solutions that deliver information and training directly to store associates,”
explains Botella. “We’ve also adopted Microsoft
Modern POS to help retailers explore the next
generation of in-store POS.”
Similarly, Dassault Systèmes is helping retailers
to use 3D visualisation technologies and touchscreen devices that could power digital fitting
rooms, interactive product information displays
and self-serve kiosks. In addition, the company
has developed ‘My Store’, a visual merchandising and assortment planning solution to enable
retailers to simulate retail displays 3D product
images and create flexible store planograms that
are informed by real-time business analytics.
“Often, retailers need to display a lot of products in a limited space, so it’s vital that they can
quickly trial different store layouts in a virtual
environment and make more informed decisions
about everything from where to place products
to maximise in-store sales, to the location of
changing rooms,” says Olivier.

Dassault Systèmes has recently launched ’My Retail Theatre’,
a solution for retailers to provide consumers with the chance
to customise their products via a 3DEXCITE configurator. Built
on the 3DEXPERIENCE platform, it creates photo-realistic
3D models of products to enable customers to personalise
products by changing colours, materials and textures via touch
screen devices in a physical store or online.
“Replacing physical stock with 3D digital photo-realistic
images allows retailers to offer consumers an extended product
assortment without increasing inventory or compromising
on the quality of store displays,” explains Olivier. “In addition,
retailers can gain insight into consumers’ tastes and trends and
maximise their online engagement.”
Last year, FashionLab by Dassault Systèmes joined with Julien
Fournié, founder of France-based Couture House, to use the
technology to design and customise a footwear collection using
Microsoft Surface Pro devices.

VIEWPOINT

Connected
customer journeys
T O N Y B R YA N T : K 3 R E TA I L

Today’s consumers expect the same seamless and personalised shopping experience
in store and online, so retailers must focus on improving more than just technology

N

ow that they are able to interact with
retailers via so many different channels, consumers are increasingly personalising their own shopping experience by
dipping into and out of online and in-store
browsing. Consumers expect to be recognised and not only do they want to see fresh
products, but they also want to see the entire
shopping experience renewed. Shoppers want
brands to speak to them in the same relevant
way, independent of channel or device.

“It’s almost certain that the
new retail world will be fully
digital within five years”
Deploying the latest technology with awesome product knowledge is a winning combination. At its heart, retail is straightforward and still adheres to the five key tenets:
plan, buy, make, move and sell. Technology is
merely the enabler for retailers to continue to
work towards delivering on these fundamental aspects and giving customers the experience they desire, whenever and wherever they
want it.
There is no doubt that the fog around omnichannel is beginning to clear. Retailers are
now able to use technology in a variety of flexible ways – such as through the cloud, licences
and pay-as-you-consume arrangements – to
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serve customers easier, faster and better than
had previously been possible.
Although technology is a fundamental component in enabling retailers to make customers
happy, retailers must be careful when adapting
their business models to focus on customer
journeys. There is a plethora of IT startups in
the retail industry and a vast choice of forward-
thinking technologies they could potentially
adopt, so retailers must make the right decisions. Regardless of the new technologies they
choose, retailers must ensure their business
model is joined up otherwise they won’t be able
to fully maximise their investments.
It’s almost certain that the new retail world will
be fully digital within five years and that the present focus on individual channels will shift to a
mobile-first and cloud-first model that enables a
seamless shopping experience whatever the customer’s journey. Already, traditional nine-to-five
head offices are starting to change their cultural
mindsets to ensure that their staff and business
models are firmly focused on improving the customer experience, and not just the technology.
Technology will play a major role in the way
retailers do business and will involve a move towards role-tailored software, which will prove
an increasingly attractive way to ensure they can
meet consumers’ increasingly demanding needs.
It will also help retailers to achieve their ultimate
goal – happy customers.
Tony Bryant is business development
director at K3 Retail
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Creating amazing
customer experiences
The latest iteration of Microsoft Dynamics AX has just become widely available, bringing with it a raft of
benefits for the retail industry. In the first of a series of articles on Microsoft’s flagship ERP solution, Luke
Shave and Karen Garrette tell us what to expect from the new release

T

he new release of Microsoft Dynamics AX
brings the power and intelligence of the
next generation of cloud computing in an
enterprise-class business application to retail
organisations worldwide.
Choosing to call it ‘Microsoft Dynamics AX’,
rather than ‘Microsoft Dynamics AX 7’, we’ve
departed from branding that included years or
versions of the product to a simple brand that underscores Dynamics AX as a cloud-based service
that will be regularly updated. This latest release
delivers a new, intelligent user experience, optimised to deliver value to retailers. It brings proven
business processes to the cloud, which means that
the full set of capabilities of this solution will be
available to customers from day one. Dynamics
AX introduces continuous management services
that enable the software to quickly adapt to an
organisation’s business needs. The new Dynamics
AX also harnesses the power of the cloud, giving
businesses and people global availability and scale
to work anywhere, anytime so they can grow at
their own pace and on their terms.
The benefits for retailers are clear. In this industry, businesses are looking to empower their people with tools they want to use and to enable them
to make smarter decisions faster. To enable this,
Dynamics AX offers a new user experience that
looks and works like Microsoft Office and delivers
deep integration that seamlessly shares information between Dynamics AX, Dynamics CRM and
Office 365. It gives people near-real-time analytics
powered by Azure Machine Learning with the
ability to visualise data through Power BI embedded right within the application.
It’s easy to implement too. ERP systems have
traditionally been known for their rigidity, complexity, and slow deployments and implemen-

tations. Dynamics AX is changing the game in
this area with revolutionary new technology
that continuously enhances rather than disrupts
business processes and operations.
Businesses are looking for flexibility and choice
in how, when, where and at what pace they bring
their operational systems to the cloud. Building
on the global Microsoft Azure platform, with its
strong commitment and capability to meet diverse
data locality and data sovereignty requirements,
Dynamics AX is uniquely positioned to meet the
needs of global customers. The new release brings
with it the benefits of the cloud that are most important for retailers – from simple signup, immediate provisioning, and built-in high availability and
disaster recovery to elastic capacity to add resources but only pay for them when they are being used.
Don’t miss our article in the next issue, where
we will discuss how Dynamics AX enables the
modern retail store.

The latest iteration of
Microsoft Dynamics
AX is bringing new
benefits to retailers

Karen Garrette is industry director for retail,
consumer packaged goods and hospitality and
travel and Luke Shave is global industry marketing
lead for hospitality, retail and travel. Both work in
the Microsoft cloud and enterprise group
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Meeting numerous
objectives
One the world’s largest seaplane operators decreases backup complexity and
saves time with Veeam’s technology

C

omposed of 1,190 islands, the Maldives is
one of the most popular tourist destinations in Asia. Once tourists arrive in Malé,
the capital of the Maldives, Trans Maldivian Airways (TMA) transports them to the various resorts across the islands.
TMA’s reservation system resided in an enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system, which has a backend running on Microsoft SQL Server. The ERP
system had been fully customised for TMA, and
formed part of a completely virtualised environment. This meant that if the virtual machine (VM)
running the ERP fails and cannot be quickly recovered, the entire reservation system is unavailable.
The decision was taken to replace the existing
backup tool due to a variety of factors, as Rajendra
Gupta, IT manager at TMA explains: “It could only
perform full backups, so backing up ERP, which
was 140GB at the time, took 13 hours. That was
hard on the production environment, so we only
backed up ERP and one more critical application
– Microsoft Exchange – once a week. We took full
backups of SQL daily for safety, which paid off
when the ERP VM failed. Backup had become unnecessarily complicated and required a dedicated
person to spend three hours managing it each day.”
Previously, TMA struggled to meet recovery point
objectives (RPO) and recovery time objectives
(RTO), as the backup tool didn’t offer granular recovery and disaster recovery. This was oppositional
to TMA’s aim of having high availability in the data
centre. If a production VM went down, this would
affect the company’s ability to immediately fail over
to a VM replica and give users access to services and
applications with minimum disruption.
In order to meet these objectives, the company
selected Veeam Backup & Replication solution
for high availability of ERP and other important
data and applications.
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Unlike TMA’s previous backup tool, Veeam’s
solution offers forever-incremental backup and
built-in WAN acceleration. This enables TMA to
back up all VMs each day in half the time. The
company also uses Veeam technology to replicate VMs offsite for disaster recovery.
“A big benefit of using Veeam is meeting RPOs
and RTOs,” Gupta said. “Now that we back up
VMs every day, we have more restore points to
meet RPOs. And now that we have replicas, our
RPOs are under 30 minutes.”
TMA also uses Veeam’s Instant VM Recovery
feature, which restores VMs to the production
environment in minutes by running them directly from backup files. This means TMA can meet
five minute RTOs. And with Veeam Explorers
TMA gets visibility and fast, granular recovery
in backups of Active Directory, Exchange, SQL
and SharePoint.
“Everything is so easy with Veeam – from backup to recovery to replication,” Gupta said. “With
Veeam, we meet RPOs and RTOs and have complete confidence we can recover our reservation
system quickly and efficiently.”

Trans Maldivian Airways
can backup all its virtual
machines in half the
time thanks to Veeam
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Cutting cycle time
by more than half
By adding cloud-based financial intelligence to hundreds of restaurants, Falcon Holdings has
streamlined its financial workflow and cut cycle time by more than half

F

alcon Holdings Management, a franchiser of
Church’s Chicken and other US-based restaurant brands such as Long John Silver’s, Hardees and A&W, has achieved significant efficiency
gains in its financial workflow thanks to Yooz, a
provider of cloud-based platforms for end-to-end
accounts payable (AP) automation which is part
of document management company Itesoft.
Falcon Holdings, founded in Westlake, Texas,
in 1999 is managing a total of 300 restaurants in
15 states and growing rapidly, adding 30 new locations in 2015 and aiming to add another 50 this
year. To streamline its financial workflow from
invoice to payment, the privately held company
turned to Yooz. The cloud service has enabled it to
quickly implement an end-to-end process to power its expansion into new brands and geographies.
“AP Automation by Yooz has transformed how
we do business and given us a competitive advantage. It means having relevant information
when you want it and where you need it,” said
Giovanna Koning, CFO Falcon Holdings. “As a
franchisee, we live and breathe our sales comparables for each day. With Yooz, our operators,
regional managers and the executive team can
see almost instantly how they are doing from a
spending standpoint with the information that
is readily available at our finger tips.”
Powered by Yooz, Falcon Holdings managers
at different levels of the company can easily
upload thousands of invoices per month, have
them automatically GL-coded and forwarded
to the right staff members to review, approve
and initiate payment – even on a smartphone.
Since Yooz is tightly integrated with Falcon’s
ERP system Microsoft Dynamics GP and electronic payments provider Nvoicepay, the holding company now has an end-to-end solution
that’s ready for continued growth.

Falcon Holdings
Management is a
franchiser of Church’s
Chicken and Long
John Silver’s

“Falcon’s experience proves that Yooz saves
enterprises time and money in an area that has
traditionally been overlooked: the accounting
department,” said Laurent Charpentier, chief
innovation officer at Yooz North America. “Financial intelligence doesn’t stop with the CFO.
Restaurant operators on the frontlines want
technology that they intuitively understand and
that’s as easy as personal banking on a smartphone. Yooz gives them this experience.”
Falcon Holdings has realised so much value
from its Yooz implementation that, this year, the
company is providing cutting-edge AP Automation to an additional 100 restaurants nationwide
that it manages under service contracts.
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Advanced customer
service and insight
West Edmonton Mall is giving patrons real-time answers on large screen
kiosks that can beam data to mobile devices by using Dell workstations
and Microsoft Kinect sensors

A

t Canada’s West Edmonton Mall, visitors
needed more help navigating its 800 shops,
100 dining venues and numerous attractions including a waterpark, amusement park and
two mini golf courses. To help ensure its 30.8 million yearly visitors have a positive experience, the
mall decided to adopt digital kiosks.
Kevin Grimes, director of IT at West Edmonton Mall, says: “We operate one of the largest
shopping centres many people will ever encounter in their life. Most people are overwhelmed
when they first enter our facility and don’t know
which direction to go first. We wanted a more
modern directory system to help our customers
get comfortable and find what they are looking
for right away.”
After evaluating turnkey kiosk options, the mall
decided to design its own solution. By doing so, it
could create a dynamic, easy-to-modify interface
that also makes use of data in existing IT systems
to minimise costs and maintenance. Although
staff considered white box hardware that they assembled themselves, they decided to build each
kiosk on a Dell Precision T1700 workstation. Not
only could engineers work with Dell to customise workstations to meet requirements, but they’d
also save time and money in the long run by using
Dell ProSupport Plus. In addition, Dell let the engineers test a model onsite before making a final
decision. “We’ve had a lot of experience with different vendors, and we’ve never found a partner
that comes close to the success that we’ve had
with Dell,” says Grimes. “Its team, the quality of
its hardware and the backing of Dell ProSupport
Plus channels – which we consider to be a very
frugal investment – cause us to immediately turn
to Dell when we are faced with a challenge that
requires reliable infrastructure.”
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In seven months, the mall designed and developed its solution, and then deployed 12 kiosks.
To make sure people enjoy real-time responsiveness from kiosks, each Dell T1700 workstation
includes an Intel Xeon processor and two NVIDIA Quadro GPUs. In addition, to help collect information about each user’s session and increase
customer insight, each kiosk uses a Microsoft
Kinect for Xbox One sensor to detect users. Two
PrimeView PRV65KLED 65-inch 4K monitors
connect to each kiosk’s workstation via serial
ports. One monitor has touch screen capabilities
with two keyboards; the second provides a large,
easy-to-read display for one or two kiosk users.
Explaining the kiosk design, Chris Dunsing,
senior application developer at West Edmonton
Mall, says: “We have thousands of people walking up to a kiosk every day, so we needed to ensure that when one person left the kiosk, another
person didn’t walk up and continue the previous
user’s session. By using a Microsoft Kinect sensor and a touch screen with a Dell workstation,
we can track every single touch and have more
certainty about the length of each user’s session,
as well as the quality of experience each person
has with our kiosks.”
When people search for a particular store using
a kiosk, it displays a visually appealing map that
indicates where they are, where their destination
is, and step-by-step directions for getting there. To
help simplify navigation, maps include easily recognisable points of interest, an image of the destination’s storefront and contact information. If the
business is running a promotion that is published
on the mall’s website, that information, including
coupons, is also provided. If people choose, they
can have the kiosk send the information that’s displayed on-screen to their mobile phone.
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West Edmonton Mall
developed an interactive
kiosk solution based on
Dell workstations that gives
people real-time answers
to their queries

Each kiosk runs two applications. One, developed using Microsoft Visual Studio, facilitates
communication between the mall’s IT systems,
the kiosks and patrons’ mobile devices. To beam
data to Samsung devices, the application uses
Near Field Communication. To transfer data to
Apple devices, the application uses QR codes.
The other application supports the interface and
was developed using the Adobe AIR, Feathers
and Sonic Frameworks – tools popular with video
game developers. “We wanted to provide customers with a fluid, animated experience – not your
typical snap-on, snap-off kiosk interface,” says

Dunsing. “We also designed the interface so that
we can make changes with minimal effort.” For
example, the mall can easily modify the colour of
fonts used on kiosks as well as the style and content of displays to meet changing requirements.
Engineers took steps to ensure that the kiosks
are always available. “We have two hard drives and
automated disk mirroring with the Dell Precision
T1700 workstations, so if one hard drive should
ever fail, the second automatically takes over,” says
Grimes. “Additionally, we’ll be using SupportAssist with all of our Dell equipment, because it’s a
very effective tool for quickly remedying issues.”
Included with ProSupport Plus, SupportAssist
provides real-time alerts about actual and potential hardware issues. Alerts include a pre-completed order for any required replacement part.
Staff need only confirm the shipping address
and the shipping timeframe.
Commenting on the mall’s experience with
ProSupport Plus, Chris says, “We did have a video card fail when we were staging our solution
for production. ProSupport Plus replaced the
part within a day, so it didn’t interrupt our ability
to deliver on time.”
The kiosks have been in operation for four
months, and nearly one million people have
used them. “We’re realising return on investment
from our Dell-based kiosks in terms of improved
customer satisfaction and image enhancement
compared with local businesses and competitor
malls in other areas,” concludes Grimes.
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PROFILED: FEENSTRA

Improving planning
and scheduling
Avanade is helping Feenstra to develop a new version of a planning
and scheduling tool based on Microsoft Azure

F

eenstra provides advice about central heating installations, solar panels, home insulation and home security. The majority of
the company’s operations are organised from its
head offices in Lelystad, Netherlands.
In order to offer the best possible service,
existing and potential customers must be able to
contact Feenstra easily at any time.
A team of 100 call centre employees is based
at the company’s head offices. In order to make
the appointment scheduling process as efficient
as possible, a planning tool was developed six
years ago that allowed the team to schedule
home appointments.
The first version of the planning tool allowed
appointments for the sale of central heating
installations to be made nationally for the first
time. The second version enabled other products
to be added, such as appointments for the sale of
solar panels, home insulation and home security.
Feenstra worked with Avanade to create a
third version of the tool, with the two companies working together to design, prepare and
roll out the upgrade.
At the start of the process, the first task was to gain
insight into Feenstra’s requirements. The final aim
was to plan appointments as efficiently as possible,
so customers and potential customers would receive the best possible service and so advisors could
maximise productivity during their work days.
The tailor-made solution was developed by
Avanade and is based on the Microsoft Azure
cloud platform.
“We recommended Azure because it is a scalable platform,” explains Vincent van Baak, project manager at Avanade. “The main advantage
is that you are not responsible for hardware and
hosting, or the related depreciation. This helps to
significantly reduce monthly costs.”
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Avanade helped implement the latest version of
the planning tool, which is used to plan appointments for around 20 field agents working day
shifts. Employees are also available seven days a
week to schedule appointments.
Thanks to the new version of the tool, productivity has improved, and staff comment on
the increased level of user-friendliness the new
interface has.
“The solution allows staff to process customer
requests faster than before and to schedule appointments more efficiently based on the skills
and region of advisors,” said Vincent van der
Slot, functional manager at Feenstra.

Feenstra’s staff are
now able to process
customer requests
more quickly

P R O F I L E D : VA N D E R L A N D E

R E TA I L A N D H O S P I TA L I T Y

Delivering on time
Netherlands-based airport luggage and sorting system provider
Vanderlande has improved its track and trace capabilities with a new
package handling application from Avanade

B

ased in Veghel, Netherlands, Vanderlande
provides airport luggage and sorting systems for package and post-handling organisations. The company also provides solutions
for warehouse automation.
Vanderlande’s systems handle 8.8 million
pieces of luggage daily and sort 300 packages
per second. Components are normally manufactured in Veghel and then transported to project sites across the globe.
Previously, delivered materials were r ecorded
manually, or not at all, because computers
were not always available on site. In addition,
only the site supervisor was able to access the
company’s enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system. This meant that there was a risk of
materials not being processed in the system
and getting lost as a result.
Before certain activities could be started,
manual checks took place to see if all materials
had been received. As a result, missing items
sometimes had to be urgently requested halfway through the process, due to errors earlier
in the chain. This resulted in high costs and
disruption to the entire process, which had an
impact on the company’s ability to fulfil agreements it had made with its customers.
Avanade developed an application capable of
scanning packages on-site. Now, all packages
are issued with a barcode sticker. When the code
is scanned, the app registers the package as received and sends the details to the ERP system.
The app can also be used offline, and data is
automatically transmitted when an internet connection becomes available. Users can also add
storage location and, to prevent other data from
polluting the ERP system, the app only recognises specific Vanderlande barcodes.
Vanderlande wanted the app to be suitable for
several platforms and a wide range of mobile
phones. Due to this, Avanade developed the application using the Xamarin platform.

“The main advantage of Xamarin is that it
allows you to use the Microsoft .NET platform
and the C# programming language to develop
100% native apps for Android, iOS and Windows Phone,” said Sander Schutten, mobility
lead at Avanade. “Xamarin uses all functions
of the various platforms, allowing the app to
be optimised for each platform.”
Vanderlande is now benefiting from a
user-friendly track and trace system, and is able
to offer a better service to customers. The company is saving money due to not having to spend
time or use material for urgent orders, and staff
are being more productive and communicative.
“The app is a fast and simple tool, which tells
us exactly where goods are and what we are
missing,” said Wino Verschoor, manager of
business information systems, Vanderlande.
“This allows us to take action immediately and
modify our schedule wherever necessary. And
work can only be started once all materials have
been received. All in all, we can be of better service to our customers because our deliveries are
more likely to be complete and on time.”

The user-friendly track
and trace system is
helping Vanderlande
save money and
is improving staff
productivity
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